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Abstract: The modern power system is characterized by the massive integration of renewables,
especially wind power. The intermittent nature of wind poses serious concerns for the system
operator owing to the inaccuracies in wind power forecasting. Forecasting errors require more
balancing power for maintaining frequency within the nominal range. These services are now offered
through conventional power plants that not only increase the operational cost but also adversely affect
the environment. The modern power system emphasizes the massive penetration of wind power that
will replace conventional power plants and thereby impact the provision of system services from
conventional power plants. Therefore, there is an emergent need to find new control and balancing
solutions, such as regulation reserves from wind power plants and electric vehicles, without trading
off their natural behaviors. This work proposes real-time optimized dispatch strategies for automatic
generation control (AGC) to utilize wind power and the storage capacity of electric vehicles for
the active power balancing services of the grid. The proposed dispatch strategies enable the AGC
to appropriately allocate the regulating reserves from wind power plants and electric vehicles,
considering their operational constraints. Simulations are performed in DIgSILENT software by
developing a power system AGC model integrating the generating units and an EVA model. The
inputs for generating units are considered by selecting a particular day of the year 2020, when wind
power plants are generating high power. Different coordinated dispatch strategies are proposed for
the AGC model to incorporate the reserve power from wind power plants and EVs. The performance
of the proposed dispatch strategies is accessed and discussed by obtaining responses of the generating
units and EVs during the AGC operation to counter the initial power imbalances in the network. The
results reveal that integration of wind power and electric vehicles alongside thermal power plants
can effectively reduce real-time power imbalances acquainted in power systems due to massive
penetration of wind power that subsequently improves the power system security. Moreover, the
proposed dispatch strategy reduces the operational cost of the system by allowing the conventional
power plant to operate at their lower limits and therefore utilizes minimum reserves for the active
power balancing services.

Keywords: smart power system; wind power plant; electric vehicles; energy storage systems; automatic
generation control; power dispatch strategies

1. Introduction

Renewable energy technologies are evolving at a breakneck pace throughout the world;
wind power, in particular, has witnessed tremendous growth over the last decade. Wind
power plants are being connected to a wide range of voltage levels of power systems around
the world, with a large number of them directly connected to high voltage transmission
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grids. However, the power generated by wind farms relies primarily on natural conditions
such as wind speed, which is stochastic and cannot be predicted accurately. The uncertain
nature of wind power can have significant effects on system operations by creating a
power gap between the load demand and generation, thus deviating the generation and
power exchanges from their scheduled values. Power system schedulers employ a variety
of scheduling approaches to balance the generation and load demand throughout the
day. However, the overall supply of energy differs from the total demand due to the
unpredictability and/or uncertainty of wind power, therefore, system operators must
deploy extra operational reserves to address the incurred energy imbalance. The additional
amount of reserves is often provided from conventional power plants, which raises the cost
of operation and CO2 emissions. The increase in reserve requirement during large-scale
wind power integration is investigated in [1]. It is revealed from the study that uncertain
behavior of wind power causes a significant increase in utilization of operating reserves
to keep the active power balance in the system. The study in [2,3] attempted to integrate
large-scale wind power in a conventional power grid by providing the required reserves
from a thermal power system, which significantly impacted the operational cost of the
system. Hence, for better utilization of wind power, it is required to utilize its power
capacities for providing system services in active power-balancing operations in the same
way as conventional power systems. Furthermore, better coordinating control strategies
are required to optimally utilize the wind energy capacity for regulatory purposes, which
will reduce both operating costs and carbon emissions, thereby resulting in a reliable and
secure operation of power system.

Over the past decade, intensified research work was conducted in both academia and
industry to develop ancillary services for wind power plants systems [4–10]. The authors
in [4] presented the results from various tests to evaluate the performance of an 800 kW,
IEC Type 4 wind turbine (located in Regina, SK, Canada) in providing the secondary
frequency response (AGC). The details about the technical capabilities and limitations of
wind turbine technology to provide the secondary response service to the grid are presented.
Performance scores of 59% and 65% are calculated with the PJM method above and below
rated wind speeds, respectively. It has been proven in the study that the utilization of wind
power in the regulation market is more profitable despite the minimum performance score,
which can be improved for the regulation of wind power if there is sufficient wind power
available, and the wind turbine can accurately and rapidly track the power command
signal from automatic generation control (AGC) [6]. In [11], a detailed study is conducted
on a generic power system model integrating a large share of wind power to analyse
the performance of ancillary service from a wind power plant in a simple but relevant
environment. The security of future power systems having a large share of wind power can
be achieved with careful coordination between the wind power plants system (WPPs) and
other conventional energy sources. The authors in [7,8] presented a detailed analysis on
implementation of a doubly-fed induction generator-based wind energy system to provide
a secondary frequency regulation support to the grid that strengthened the reliability of the
gird in the presence of a large-scale wind energy system. Furthermore, the utilization of a
battery energy storage system is a potential solution for handling the intermittent behavior
of wind power due to its prompt response. However, the effective increase in the cost of
operation precludes its application for grid active power regulation services.

Moreover, to maximize the effectiveness of wind power resources, loads must be made
flexible so that they may actively participate in load-generation balance as needed. Flexible
loads such as EVs, heat pumps and cold storage units have the capability to contribute
actively to grid ancillary services [12–20]. The authors in study [19] suggested an appropri-
ate integration approach for space heating loads of buildings in an integrated community
energy system to optimize the schedules of power generation and consumptions. It is
illustrated in the study that roughly 40 percent of load share in worldwide energy con-
sumption comes from buildings, and in that share, 50 percent is consumed for heating
or cooling purposes. Among the flexible loads, electric vehicles (EVs) have shown to be
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an excellent resource for demand response, piquing researchers’ attention in recent years.
Utilizing vehicle to grid (V2G) technology, an EV can acquire a status of battery energy
storage system realizing a bi-directional power flow with the power system. EVs are not
stationary and are dispersed over a region at any time. EV’s are used for commuting
purposes when they are not stationary or used for a long distance. According to [18], a
normal driving distance in the U.S. of a roundtrip is 50 km and driving time is around
52 min, but there is enormous variability. Survey information on the driving examples of
U.S. drivers across the country shows that 60% of the commuters drive a distance under
80 km. Furthermore, EVs utilized for daily commuting purposes are inactive for 22 h a
day. Therefore, the total energy in the EV batteries is not fully utilized in the travel and
can be used as a potential source to support the grid, in addition, to supply the load of
EVs for energizing the battery. Research work on EV contribution in secondary frequency
response has been comprehensively conducted over the past decade. The authors in [15,16]
presented a conceptual framework for the integration of EVs in large power system grids
covering the technical operation of grids and the market environment for electricity. Fur-
thermore, the potential benefits and different challenges that occurred in these processes to
alleviate the problem with anticipated errors are presented in a detailed manner. In [21,22],
the authors investigated the inertial response and adaptive mechanism-based droop control
for primary frequency response to guarantee the system stability. Therefore, the effective
utilization of EVs along with wind power for grid regulation services can increase the share
of wind energy in modern power systems.

The aforementioned literature presented different methodologies for integrating the
wind power capacities and EVs to support the grid during power balancing operations.
However, several bottlenecks remain in terms of effectively and efficiently using wind
energy and electric vehicles’ capacity for grid ancillary services. For instance, in [4–8], the
secondary frequency control (AGC) strategies are based on static optimization techniques,
which do not consider the generating unit operating constraints and dispatch the gener-
ating unit’s power signals using a predefined participating factor. This approach cannot
anticipate the current loading of generators and might influence the security of system
operations. In [4], the presented approach for AGC to support the grid operation in a
large-scale wind-based power system is based on the fact that regulation from wind power
is fixed at several specific values. Moreover, the power curtailment issue in the utilization
of wind power for regulation purpose has not been addressed. Likewise, in [8,23], the
aggregated response of conventional power plants and WPPs along with energy storage
systems are analyzed to provide the grid support for ancillary services. However, the con-
straints affiliated with real-time forecasting errors and practical limits of generating units
are not considered in the study. The investigations in [24,25] attempted to moderate the
issue of power balancing in the grid by proposing an algorithm, which is only practicable
for offline analyses such as daily scheduling and cannot be carried out in real-time. A
real-time algorithm is, however, suggested in [26] to tackle the variability issues of power
balance in the system due to the presence of WPPs, but the ramping constraints are not
considered in this study, which largely affect the secure operation of power systems.

Likewise, in the case of EV integration, sufficient literature in the past covering the
various integration issues in power balancing operations exists; however, some loopholes
exist, which have not yet been addressed. For instance, closed-loop control for contribution
of EVs in the AGC system is proposed in [13] to have a bi-directional flow of power for
meeting the charging demand and providing the frequency regulation service. In this
study, the assumed time delay is 1–2 s, however, keeping the actual turbines’ response and
the EVs’ actual response, the delay time increases from 7–8 s. Similarly, in [27], a robust
AGC system for a multi-area power system with participation from EVs is developed
to provide the required supplementary response. However, the research work lacks the
consideration of the practical constraints such as dead bands and higher time delays along
with the assessment of a realistic EV capacity. The authors in reference [28] have analyzed
the integration of plug-in EVs in the power system AGC to suppress the oscillation of grid
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frequency and tie-line engendered due to the integration of large-scale electric power from
solar and wind energy sources. Furthermore, a PIPDF controller is proposed in the study
to further optimize the results of AGC by adjusting the open-loop poles. On the other hand,
to tackle the low inertial problem of the isolated power grids, the authors in [29] have
proposed a PI-PD cascaded controller for the AGC system to tackle the high variability of
certain parameters of an isolated grid. The combined integration of EV and heat pumps
in the AGC system is discussed and analyzed in study [30]. A lump model of EV and
HV is used in the study, which are operated by FOPID controller to control the power
consumption of HPs and the discharging state of EVs. However, the study has ignored
the contribution of EVs for a 24 h period to analyze the availability of EVs from the view
point of EV stations. Nonetheless, benefiting to an extent from the existing literature, the
dynamical contribution of EVs to AGC requires detailed study in large-scale power system
models by considering practical constraints such as a dead band, delays and parametric
uncertainties to fully understand the system stability.

Referring to the above-mentioned works, this research work investigates the use
of wind power and the storage capacities of EVs to support future grids for regulation
purposes with massive integration of wind power sources. This work aims to develop a
simple, robust and dynamic AGC system for a real power system model, which incorporates
the capacities of wind power and electric vehicle along with a thermal power system to
provide enhanced active power regulation services. The proposed dispatch strategy of the
AGC system addresses major challenges of power systems to integrate wind power and
EVs in active power balancing operation. This includes the power curtailment issue of
wind power, consideration of maximum limits of generating units and other operational
constraints such as dead bands and delays associated with the AGC system. The resultant
power system AGC models are beneficial for current and future power systems, in the
sense to better allocate the regulating reserves from WPPs and EVs, considering their power
threshold level and wind power plant capacities. Furthermore, the proposed dispatch
strategy keeps the system operation more economical and reduces the environmental
stresses by prioritizing the utilization of power from wind and electric vehicles over the
thermal power system during the grid balancing operation. This study emphasizes only
the active power control strategies. Therefore, the consideration of other grid parameters,
such as voltage and reactive power control strategies, are not included in the scope of
this study. The performance of the proposed AGC dispatch strategies is assessed via
generating the power system model in DigSilent power factory software, which is based on
the Council on Large Electric Systems standards (CIGRE). These models include thermal
power plants (THPP), gas turbine power plants (GTPP), wind power plants (WPP) and EVA
systems. The primary frequency control capabilities of power plants are measured, which
are provided through speed governors modelled for each generating unit. The response
of individual power plants in providing primary control is analyzed through load step
response, and secondary control response is validated by changing the reference power
set point. The collective response of power plant units in providing the primary response
is also analyzed, where the power plants activate the primary reserves according to their
speed droop settings. The response time of GTPP and WPP lies in a range of seconds,
while that of THPP is measured in a range of minutes due to its slow boiler response.
Furthermore, the AGC model with multiple dispatch strategies is developed to provide
the secondary frequency response. The aggregated secondary response from the power
system generating units and EVA model is often measured in 10–12 min, which is due to
the delays associated with the generating unit’s EVA model and AGC system. The main
contribution of the paper is based on developing and analyzing three case studies, which
are listed below:

• The first case study integrates the THPPs capacities in the AGC dispatch process and
analyzes its response in providing secondary regulatory reserves during the power
balancing operation.
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• The second case strategy integrates wind power along with the THPP model in the
AGC dispatch process to further improve the AGC response by activating fast-acting
secondary reserves from WPPs. The proposed coordinated dispatch strategy in this
case addresses the power curtailment issue of wind power and prioritizes its utilization
over thermal power in the active power control process. This not only guarantees the
reduction in spinning reserves but also decreases the energy storage requirements,
thereby allowing the system to be operated at its minimum operational cost.

• The third case study integrates the storage capacities of electric vehicles along with
thermal power plants in the AGC dispatch process to provide the required secondary
response during unbalanced grid operation. The power from electric vehicles is
stored in batteries, which are better at providing an instant response during power
balancing operation.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the modelling of generating
units for the THPP, GTPP, WPP and EVA model. Section 3 describes the modelling of the
AGC system incorporating the developed generating unit’s model and EVAs. Section 4.1
describes the power balancing control through THPPs, while Section 4.2 presents power
balancing control through THPPs and WPPs. Likewise, Section 4.3 explains the control
of regulating power through activation of reserves from THPPs and EVAs. In Section 5,
a comparative analysis of the results from the aforementioned case studies is provided.
Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 6.

2. Modeling of Power System Generating Units and EVs

This section provides detailed information on the modelling of different power plant
system units and EVs. The power plant models include THPPs, GTPPs and WPPs. Gover-
nors are designed and installed on each generating unit to provide the primary frequency
response. Furthermore, an EVA model is developed, which receives the dispatch order
from the AGC system and routes it to its individual EVs using an inbuilt algorithm to
provide the required secondary regulating reserves.

2.1. Modelling of the Thermal Power Plant System (THPPs)

The thermal power plant aggregated model is considered in this study to explore and
analyze its characteristics during the active power balancing control process. The THPP
model is based on boiler response time that can influence the reaction of the entire plant
and subsequently lead to system instability. The detailed model of THPPs is shown in
Figure 1, which is developed based on investigations given in [31,32] and is simplified
for long-term dynamic simulation studies. The mechanical output power (Pmech) from the
steam turbine block is generated as a function of two inputs, which are the control valve
(cv) from the governor block and main steam pressure (Pt) from the boiler and control
block. When reference point of the load (LR) varies from its original position, the boiler
model presented in the boiler control block calculates the (Pt) to counter the change in the
load. Importantly, Pt from the control block of the boiler is calculated considering the real
limits of turbine outputs and related delays of the boiler store steam energy.

The LR signal provides a feed-forward signal to the boiler and regulates the valve of
the turbine to compare and match the current generation with reference generation. The
impact of generator reference current and steam temperature control is integrated into this
model, retaining the ramp-rate limit at 30 MW/min. The corresponding lump storing steam
series at interior pressure is considered as b1, b2 and Pt. The associated time delays of the
boiler model affect the frequency and power time response, for which the time constants are
denoted as Tb1, Tb2 and Tb3. The complete boiler response is settled in a 5–6 min range [33],
which leads the overall turbine response. The steam turbine is a cross-compound double
reheat steam turbine [31] as shown in Figure 1, in which the power is derived in mechanical
form, which is based on the boiler model response (Pt) and the governor output (cv). The
response of the steam turbine is decided using the four-time constants, including T1, T2, T3
and T4. These time constants characterize the charging of different volumes and are named
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as high-pressure turbine bowls, the time constant for re-heater, crossover and double reheat
units, respectively. The coefficients K1 − K8 signify the contributions of different turbine
sections to the overall mechanical power output of the turbine. K1, K2 represent very
high pressure, while K3, K4 and K5, K6 represent high pressure and intermediate pressure,
respectively. The rest of the coefficients K7, K8 represent low pressure. Using the speed
changes in the generator and droop settings as inputs, the speed governor controls the
turbine’s speed valve to provide the primary frequency response. Speed governors have a
dead zone that prevents the steam valve from moving if there are any small speed changes
caused by mechanical faults.
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2.2. Modelling of Gas Turbine Power Plant Systems (GTPPs)

The study developed an aggregated model of GTPPs [5,32,33] as shown in Figure 2.
The GTPP, in this study, only provides the primary response through the governor installed
on the turbine of the generator. The governor of GTPP consists of low-pass filter and dead
band and have droop characteristics. The turbine is prevented from responding to the
low-frequency deviation using the dead band, while the rotor speed is prevented from
high-frequency deviation using the low-pass filter. Deviation in the system power outside
the dead band limits causes the frequency deviations, which changed over at that point by
droop characteristic signal into power demand signal (∆Pc). The ∆Pc signal then serves
as an input to GTPP that comprises the power distribution block (PDB), power limitation
block (PLB) and gas turbine dynamics block (GTDB), as illustrated in Figure 2. The PLB
imposes physical barriers on the turbine response using the combustion technology physical
constraints, in which Pmax and Pmin are the upper and lower power level restrictions on the
reference power signal. The ∆Pc and reference power signal signals serve as an input to the
PLB block. Lmax and Lmin are the maximum and minimum load set points, which make
sure that no technical constraints of combustion are violated. The rate-limiter block restricts
the ramping of the ∆Pc signal to a specified rate, avoiding wasteful firing during ramping
up and quenching of skinny combustion flame only during a severe ramping down process.
The PLB block generates a command load signal (CLC), which is provided as an input to
the PDB block. The PDB block has two combustion chambers, which fire in series. The
environment combustion chamber takes the compressed air, heats it, and mixes it with
50% of the total fuel, after which it is expended through the high-pressure turbine, forcing
it to spin. The resultant mixture at that point is routed to the sequential environmental
combustion (SEV) chamber, where 50% of the gasoline cleared out is combined with some
additional air.
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Figure 2. Gas Turbine Power Plant System.

After heating, the resulted new mixture is rotated by a low-pressure turbine with
more operational flexibility, low emission and a high efficiency rate. In the control blocks,
different power contribution factors such as CEV, CSEV, CVGV and CFM reflect the physical
parameters of fuel flow, airflow and acceptable temperature. The power contribution factors
SPEV, SPSV and SPVG are the outputs depending on the capabilities of two combustors,
the air compressor and the CLC signal from the power limitation block. The compressor
and combustor dynamics also describe the dynamics of a gas turbine. The first-order leg
function represents the environment and sequential environment combustor dynamics,
while the second-order function represents the dynamics of Variable In-let Guide Vane
(VIGV) of the GTPP unit. The mechanical power of GTPP (Pmech) is a function of CFM, CEV,
CSEV, CVGV and CLC, having limits between Pmax and Pmin. The response of GTPP for a
step-change in input power is in the range of 30–40 s, due to the associated delay and ramp
rates of the turbine.

2.3. Modelling of Wind Power Plant Systems (WPPs)

The wind power plant model depicted in Figure 3 is used to study the dynamic
behavior of WPPs that can provide support to the grid in balancing operation of active
power control. The proposed model inherits the WPP characteristics at the powers system
level, which contrast with the accurate prediction of the impact of a precise wind farm
because the performance of aggregated WPPs at the power system level is of more concern
than the performance of a specific wind turbine performance. The draft committee on wind
power generation models for electric simulation, IEC61400-27-1, is the basis of the proposed
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WPP model, which is simplified to study it for active power regulation purposes along with
the characteristics of long-term dynamic simulation studies. Figure 3 shows a model with
three blocks, namely, wind power plant active power controller (WPPAPC), wind turbine
active power controller (WTAPC) and a generator reference current block. Furthermore,
the frequency droop block, which contains the dead band and droop characteristics model,
provides the primary frequency response (∆Pc), which is dependent on the amount of
available wind (PWPPavail ) and the system frequency droop parameters.
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When the reference power of the wind power plant (Pre f _WPP) changes, the WPPAPC
block generates a new turbine reference power (Pre f _WT). The, Pre f _WPP in WPPAPC block is
calculated as a function of reference power (Pre f ), primary frequency response signal (∆Pc)
and measured power at the point of common coupling (Pmeas_PCC ). Here, it is important to
mention that the PI regulator of the WPPAPC block keeps regulating the reference power
signal for the WTAPC block, which is based on the error between Pre f _WPP and Pmeas_PCC.
PWPPavail is the available power siganl and is used to limit the output of the PI regulator.
The output of the WTAPC block is the generator current active component (IPcmd), which
is calculated by the PI regulator of the WTAPC block based on the error between the
wind turbine reference power (Pre f _WT) and Pmeas_PCC. In this study, the generator model
for a wind turbine uses type IV technology, which provides more operational flexibility
compared with other generator models. These types of wind turbines have machine-side
convertors and grid-side converters, which are decoupled from each other. Machine-side
convertors rotate the generator at optimum rotor speed, while grid-side converters regulate
the active and reactive flow to the grid side independently. Here, the wind turbine generator
is modelled as a static generator based on the current source model, because the behavior of
the grid-side wind turbine is determined by the full-scale converter. The reference current
active component and the input from the phase-locked loop decide the static generator
dynamic response. Moreover, the ramp-rate restriction is included to limit the reference
value depending on the available wind power. WPP provides the fastest response to any
change in the system loads, which lie in the range of 2–4 s.

2.4. Modelling of EVs for Power System Automatic Generation Control

EVs accumulated together can be used to control the system frequency by maintaining
the active power balance between the load demand and generation. Additionally, they can
act as a load or source and can be controlled through the AGC system, which can support
the grid operation by providing a prompt response to any change in system frequency.
Electric vehicle area (EVA) is the area in which a large number of EVs are accumulated
together with a specific control center. The EVAs received a dispatch order from AGC and
routed it to their individual EVs using an inbuilt algorithm as shown in Figure 4 [18]. The
algorithm is applied in an online mode to calculate the regulating capacity of EVAs for
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the current dispatch period. Hence, the aggregator must have the information of each EV
during the dispatch period. In this study, the proposed EVA model for the AGC system is
represented from the first-order transfer function having a frequency gain characteristics
parameter (KEV) and the charging and discharging time constant (TEV). The typical time
delay response of the EVA model for the AGC system is considered in the range of 0–3 s
due to two reasons. The first is the time taken by the aggregator to dispatch the received
order to individual EVs and the second reason is time delay caused by communication
channels, which is in the order of milliseconds. In this study, the EV response for the AGC
is analyzed at the power system level considering its dead band, time delay and dynamic
response characteristics.
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Figure 4. Real-time regulation capacity flow chart.

The EVA is modelled to provide positive regulation capacity (PRC) in case of positive
imbalances and negative regulation capacity (NRC) in case of negative imbalances. In
this study, 1700 EVs are assumed to have an average battery capacity of 60 KWh (Ci) and
the installed inverter’s average capacity is 7.5 KW. Therefore, the total maximum power
available for the regulation is ±127.5 MW. Figure 5 shows the calculation of the PRC
and NRC as the difference of the current charging power (Pi

EV,t < 0, charging mode) or
discharging power (Pi

EV,t > 0, discharging mode) to the maximum discharging power
(Pi

∆t > 0) and charging power (Pi
∆t < 0) for a scheduled interval ∆t. To perform the PRC

operation, the connected loads on the EVs are reduced or the stored charge in batteries
is transferred back to the grid (V2G). For the NRC operation, the loading effect of EVs is
increased to transfer the power from the grid to the batteries. The combined operation of
all EVs for PRC and NRC is performed through the aggregator, which accumulates the
effect of all EVs during a specific time interval.
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2.4.1. Calculation of Regulation Capacities

PRC and NRC are calculated through a process shown in Figure 5, where different
parameters are initially measured and then the calculation is performed for each dispatch
interval to measure the PRCs and NRCs. The PRC operation is attained by reducing the
load effect or by transferring the battery power back to the grid. For PRC calculation, two
types of constraints are considered in this study. The first one is that the current state of the
charge (SoC) of the battery (SoCi

t) is as per user need (SoCi,need) before it can be used for
the regulation purpose (t + ∆t) as expressed in Equation (1).

SoCi
t ≥SoCi,need (1)

The second constraint, in this case, is battery deterioration mostly caused by the charge
cycle. For this reason, the depth of discharge is set to offer adequate regulatory capacity
on one side while preserving battery health on the other side. The depth of the discharge
power is fixed at 60% in this study. Therefore,

SoCi
min, t+∆t ≥ 40% (2)

Figure 5 shows that the EVs charging/discharging power can be increased for a specific
time interval, when Pi

∆t > Pi
EV,t. The PRC capacity of an individual EV for the time interval

of ∆t is calculated as
Pi

PRC = Pi
∆t − Pi

EV,t (3)

Here, Pi
∆t=

 min( Pcharg,max, (∆SoCi
t×Ci )

∆t×e f f ) ∆SoCi
t > 0

max( Pdicharg,max, (∆SoCi
t×Ci )

∆t×e f f ) ∆SoCi
t < 0

 (4)

The ∆SoCi
t shows that the maximum capacity of the EVs for ∆t can be enhanced to

∆SoCi
t = 100− Pi

EV,t (5)

Based on this, the total PRC of EVAs can be calculated as:

∆Pi
PRC(total) =

N

∑
i=1

Pi
PRC (6)

In the same manner, as shown in Figure 5, the EVs charging/discharging power can
be decreased for a specific time interval, when Pi

∆t > Pi
t . The PRC capacity of an individual

EV for the time interval of ∆t is calculated as

Pi
NRC = (Pi

EV,t − Pi
∆t

)
(7)
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Here, Pi
∆t = min( Pcharg,max,

(∆SoCi
t × Ci )

∆t× e f f
) (8)

Based on this, the total NRC of EVAs can be calculated as:

∆Pi
NRC(total) =

N

∑
i=1

Pi
NRC (9)

Here, it should be mentioned that the NRCs constraints are mainly related to the SoC
and the maximum charging power of the charger.

SoCi
min,t+∆t ≤ 100% (10)

3. Modelling of Automatic Generation Control (AGC) System

The goal of ensuring efficient, dependable and stable power in an integrated power
network is accomplished via the use of AGC, which continually analyses load fluctuations
and adjusts generator output appropriately. Two factors must be regularly checked in the
AGC service: tie-line interchanges and frequency fluctuations. These two variables are
used to form the Area Control Error direct equation (ACE). The important step in the AGC
control is to calculate the PACE,i which is given as:

PACE,i = ∑
j ε An

βi∆ f + ( PSch
ij − PAct

ij ) (11)

In (11), PACE,i is the total imbalance in the ith control area. PSch
ij and PAct

ij are the
scheduled and actual power of the tie line, respectively. The difference between these two
parameters is referred to as the tie-line error and is denoted by the symbol ∆Ptie. Here, in
this equation, βi is the frequency bias constant of the ith area and is given as βi = Di +

1
Ri

,
where Di is the power system damping and Ri is the governor droop. The frequency
variation from the present value is denoted by ∆ f . In a scenario where there is a mismatch
between supply and demand, the speed governor triggers the frequency containment
reserve (FCR); however, meanwhile, the AGC senses the change in PACE,i and activates the
frequency regulation reserves (FRR) to regulate the PACE,i and relieve the primary reserves
for future use. AGC regulators modify the reference point (∆Pre f ,i) of all participating
generators in AGC operations at the same time in order to achieve this objective. The AGC
employed in this investigation is seen in Figure 6, which employs a PI controller to reduce
the PACE as specified in Equation (12).

∆PSec = K·∆PACE + KT
∫

∆PACEdt (12)

The parameters K and T values are required to regulate the frequency of network to
its original value and the interchange power to its scheduled value. The values of these
parameters are selected based on a common guideline for a secondary control system.
Normally, the value of proportional constant (K) varies from 0 to 0.5 and the time constant
value ranges from 50 to 200 s [34]. The time constant is defined as the regulator tracking
speed to control the process of activation of power from the generator taking part in the
secondary regulation process. The resulting required change (∆PSec), calculated by the AGC
regulator, is then distributed among the generating units and EVs participating in the AGC
control process as shown in Figure 6. In this study, the AGC system inculcates the thermal
power plant, wind power plant and EVs for providing the secondary regulation reserves.
The dispatch block, after receiving the required change in the generating power (∆PSec),
input from EVs and the generating unit’s power (PTHPP, PWPP, Pwind, Avail), computes
the needed change in reference power of the generating units, which are ∆PTHPP, ∆PWPP
and ∆PEVs.
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Figure 6. Proposed Power System AGC model.

4. Performance Analysis through Case Studies

This study is categorized into different case studies to implement and analyze the
proposed dispatch strategies. The power system model consists of a THPPs, GTPPs,
WPPs and an EVA model. Furthermore, the system network is connected to an external
grid emulating the explicit characteristics of a grid with a primary frequency response of
6000 MW/0.1 Hz and inertia of 16 S. To perform the simulation analysis, the capacities and
the supplementary regulating reserves of different generating units and EVs are fixed for
all the case studies as listed in Table 1. Supplementary reserves from different generating
units are provided in each case study using the proposed AGC dispatch strategies.

Table 1. Capacities and Secondary Reserves of Power System Models.

Generating Units and EVs

Power System Models THPP (MW) GTPP (MW) WPP (MW) EVA (MW)

Capacities 1754 220 2800 127.5

Secondary Reserves ±100 0 −400 ±75

The actual generation from different power plants’ units, including the THPPs, GTPPs
and WPPs, are shown in Figure 7a for a 24 h period. A winter day of the year 2020 was
selected to acquire the input data for THPPs and WPPs. However, the generation of GTPPs
remained fixed at a constant value. Here it is important to mention that the actual input
values of the wind power plant are different from the reference value (forecasted value),
which was used for the calculation of load-generation balance at the initial stage. The
subsequent difference between the actual and forecasted value of wind power plants along
with changing load demands generates a real-time power imbalance between the load
demand and generation.
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This difference can be seen in Figure 7b, where the load demand and accumulative
generation from all three sources are shown. Furthermore, the frequency response of
the proposed power system model is shown in Figure 7c, where there are continuous
variations due to the changing load and generation behavior. This study proposes different
control strategies for the AGC system to utilize the secondary reserves from generating
units and EVs, which will suppress the engendered power imbalances in the network.
In Figure 7d, the resulting power imbalance between the load demand and total power
generation is plotted separately, which will be compared later with the result of each case
study. The process of controlling the active power balance passes through different phases.
Initially, when the power system imbalances are generated, it results in a change in system
frequency, which is sensed by the governors installed on each generating unit. In response
to these changes, the governor activates the FCRs that are dependent on the power system
characteristics of a power plant and the synchronous power of the entire network.

The activation of FCRs stabilize the system frequency at a new steady-state level. This
process is automatic and depends on the droop characteristic of governors, which are
installed on generating units taking part in the primary control process. This whole process
is completed within a range of seconds. Secondary reserves, which are typically operated
in a minute time frame, are triggered at this instant to regulate the system frequency back
to its nominal level and release the FCR reserves. Secondary reserves are often activated
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manually or through the AGC system. In the AGC process, the system automatically
senses the ACE and minimizes it by dispatching the required balancing power from the
selected generating units. In normal AGC operation, the dispatch strategy utilizes a static
optimization technique to estimate the participation factor and re-dispatch the power
from power plants without considering the actual constraints related to the operation
of the generating units and load. Such a regulation system increases operational costs
and may compromise the system’s security. In such a scenario, it is essential to have an
AGC system with a dynamic dispatch strategy considering reserve power availability of
generating units and dispatch limits along with the reserve power cost. This work develops
a smart management approach for the AGC system to provide support for future work
on the massive renewable energy resources integrated grid. The proposed AGC system
is based on a simple, robust approach, which incorporates the capacities of wind power
and electric vehicles along with a thermal power system for providing enhanced active
power regulation services in highly renewable energy-based power systems. Furthermore,
the dispatch strategy of the AGC system addresses major challenges of wind power and
electric vehicles in the integrating process, which include the consideration of practical
operation constraints such as dead bands, delays, power curtailment issues of wind power
and parameter uncertainties. This results in a smart power system eliminating the grid
balancing issues and avoiding the usage of conventional sources for regulation purposes,
which subsequently prevent higher costs, operational stress and greenhouse effects. The
first case study provides a detailed analysis of integrating the capacity of THPPs in AGC
dispatch to analyze its response in providing the secondary regulatory reserves during
the power balancing operation. In the second case study, the capacities of a wind power
plant are integrated with a thermal power plant to provide the required regulating reveres
using the AGC dispatch process. A coordinated dispatch strategy is developed in this case
for the dispatch process, which prioritizes the utilization of wind power to decrease the
dependency of the power system on the thermal power plant and subsequently reduces
the operational cost of the system. The third case study integrates the storage capacities
of electric vehicles along with the reserve power from THPPs to provide the required
secondary response. In this case, electric vehicles act as storage devices and are better at
providing instant responses during the power deviations. The detailed analysis of the
different case studies proposed in this work are given below.

4.1. Case Study 1: Power Imbalances Control through THPPs Only

In this case study, the response of the proposed AGC system is analyzed, when
installed only on the thermal power plant system. As mentioned in the aforementioned
section, the simulation is based on real-time data collected on a specific day in the year
2020, and therefore, due to unpredictable patterns of the wind power plant, the actual value
of the wind may differ from the projected value of the hour ahead plan in real-time data.
Hence, if the wind power generated during the working hour differs from the predicted
value, a power gap between production and demand is established. Therefore, combined
with the load variations, there is always a continuous variation between the production
and demand, as shown in Figure 7b. The governor installed on the generating units senses
these variations as the speed variations are observed in the rotor speed of generating
units. Subsequently, the generating units respond to these variations by activating the
primary reserves. The primary reserves are activated based on the concerned power plant
characteristics and the dynamics of the power system. The release of primary reserves
sustained the imbalances in the system by arresting the frequency from further change. To
restore this balance, AGC response is required, which regulates the system frequency by
activating the secondary reserves from AGC-controlled power plants, which also releases
the primary reserves. Hence, AGC regulates the ACE, which is generated in response to
any change in the system frequency. Here, in this case, the AGC is installed on the THPPs,
for which the secondary reserves are kept limited to ±100 MW.
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Figure 8a provides a comparison of results for the AGC-installed THPP output and
power imbalance in the form of ACE, generated due to the intermittent behavior of wind
power and the changing load demand. It can be perceived from the figure that THPP is
actively participating in the secondary response of the system, when PACE 6= 0, that is AGC
activates the THPPs’ secondary reveres during the excess or deficiency of power, and thus
minimizes the steady-state value of frequency deviation. However, it may be noted from
the figure that at some point the value of PACE crosses the limit of ±100 MW of power,
which is the maximum limit of secondary reserve on THPPs. Therefore, in such a case,
AGC will not be able to provide the required regulation power and hence there will be
a sustained deviation in the steady-state frequency of the system, as shown in Figure 8c.
The activation of the secondary reserves from the THPPs reduces the power imbalances
within the range of ±100 MW, which is shown in Figure 8d by comparing the initial power
imbalances with the final imbalance resulting after the AGC response. The comparison
of power imbalances shows that the activation of reserves from THPP actively reduces
ACE. However, the limitation on the reserves still results in some imbalance, which can be
reduced further by participating WPPs in the AGC response. The next section analyzes the
response of AGC for a system integrating the WPPs along with THPPs.
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4.2. Case Study 2: Power Imbalance Control through THPPs and WPPs

Traditionally, secondary reserves are only kept on the traditional generating units as
witnessed in case study 1, which are more expensive and have a longer response time,
thereby threatening the security and economy of the system. As already discussed, the
integration of WPP on a large scale engenders an imbalance in the active power due to its
intermittent behavior, creating a power gap between the reference value of WPP and the
forecasted value. This difference, along with load demand, results in a frequency deviation,
which must be corrected by activating the power plant units’ additional reserves. Unlike
the previous case study, WPP in this case is being incorporated into the AGC dispatch
process to control the grid frequency. The participation of WPP in the AGC operation,
along with the conventional power plants (CPPs), makes the power balancing operation
more secure by adding the fast-acting secondary reserves and allowing the CPPs to operate
at their lower limits, thus reducing the overall cost of operation.

The study employs the same time series for generation and load demand as in case
study 1, which is taken on a specific day in 2020 with a high generation of wind power. The
response of WPPs for the positive and negative regulation power is provided by activating
the function of the delta production constraint. As per the regulation TF 3.2.5, presented
in [35], a wind turbine connected with the grid having a voltage greater than 100 kV and
having a function of delta production constraint can provide regulation power by limiting
the power from the current production of WPPs. Therefore, a fixed amount of power is
allocated for handling the regulation problems. However, it should be mentioned that
operating the wind turbine in delta operating constraint mode raises the operation cost of
WPPs by decreasing power plant output from a normal point. This case study presented
a methodology for integrating the WPPs into the AGC system, which only responds to
the negative power imbalances. As discussed, WPPs can also provide positive regulation
power. However, it will increase the operational cost as the reserve power kept from the
WPPs will be generated from CPPs or will be imported from the neighboring power system
if not utilized in the AGC operation. Therefore, it is more economical to produce power
from the WPPs at their maximum value due to their lower incremental cost, and then
down-regulate its power only when there is an excess of generation.

This case study investigates the behavior of wind power when it is integrated into
the AGC operation for the power balancing process during the integration of large-scale
wind power into the power grid. Specifically, in a situation when WPPs are contributing
to the electricity production at a large scale, when the THPPs are operating at their lower
limits and generating power cannot be further downregulated in the event of generation
surplus. The proposed dispatch strategy is shown in Figure 9, which is based on the cost
minimization function. The activation of reserves from WPPs is processed only when there
is an excess of generation that is, ∆Ps < 0, while THPP reserves (±100 MW) are activated
in both excess and deficiency of generation power. In the proposed dispatch strategy, the
production of power from the wind power plant reduces only when the THPP is running
at its lower limit (Pchp,min), which is generally set to 20% of its capacity, or when secondary
dispatch from AGC hits its lower limit (∆Pchp,min), i.e., −100 MW, the power from the WPP
power is reduced. As the THPP is unable to contribute further to actual power regulation,
the wind power plant dispatch will regulate the PACE by limiting energy output by system
requirements. However, when positive regulation is necessary, i.e., ∆Ps > 0, AGC initiates
a command for the WPP, but it is unable to give the response since the WPP is already
operating at its full capacity. In such a scenario, the whole response is provided through
the THPP by activating its secondary reserves. Such regulation results in the utilization
of WPP at its full capacity, allowing the THPPs to operate at their lower limits, thereby
minimizing the overall operational cost and CO2 emissions.
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The real-time initial power imbalances are shown in Figure 7d, which are required to
be damped, in this case utilizing the regulating reserves from WPPs and THPPs. As stated
in the aforementioned case study, initially, the speed governor installed on generating units
detects these power imbalances as a function of frequency change and responds to them by
activating the FCR. Subsequent to the activation of FCR, the AGC system activates FRR
to restore frequency to its nominal level and releases the primary reserves. The AGCs
respond based on the calculated ACE (PACE) signal in their respective power system. To
determine the necessary secondary response (∆PSec) from participating generating units, the
PI controller uses the PACE as an input signal. Secondary dispatch determines the change
in setpoints for active generating units (∆PWPP and ∆PTHPP), which are WPP and THPP in
this case. The PACE and ∆PSec (total secondary dispatch) are drawn in Figure 10a, in which
∆PSec lags PACE signal due to the delays in the AGC system and generating unit response.
The resultant individual response (∆PWPP and ∆PTHPP) of the THPP and WPP system
against the ACE is shown in Figure 10b. WPP regulates its production according to the
AGC command only, when THPP dispatch (∆PTHPP) touches the lower limit (−100 MW)
or when operating at its lower generation limit (20% of the online capacity). The activation
of FRR (∆PWPP and ∆PTHPP) minimizes the total power imbalances replicated in the form
of PACE. The resultant frequency response of the grid following the AGC response is shown
in Figure 10c. Furthermore, in the Figure 10d, it is illustrated that the integration of WPP
has considerably reduced power imbalances in real-time, notably in cases of generating a
surplus. Hence, the active penetration of wind power into the AGC dispatch strategy is
an attractive solution for active power balancing control in power system networks with
massive penetration of wind power.
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4.3. Case Study 3: Power Imbalance Control through THPPs and EVs

This case study investigates the active power control capabilities of EVs and a thermal
power plant during the power balancing operation. The integration of EV in AGC dispatch
process is of more concern, when power system grids are connected to a wide variety of
wind power sources. The intermittent behavior of wind power often results in forecasting
errors, which require the availability of reserve in the same manner as provided from a
conventional power plant. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, a total±75 MW regulatory power
is provided from EVs through AGC, without compromising its primary responsibility.
Hence, in this case, when there is any deviation in the system frequency, it generates the
area control error (PACE), which is minimized by the AGC through activation of secondary
reserves combinedly from the THPP and EVs. The total primary response, in this case, is
provided from generating units of THPP, GTPP and WPPs, while the secondary regulation
is only provided through THPP and EVs.

The simulation parameters and time series for load and generation profiles are kept
the same as those used in case study 1 and case study 2. The AGC dispatch strategy
is shown in Figure 11, which is based on the cost optimization process. Unlike case 2,
EVs provide both positive and negative regulation capacities. The positive and negative
regulation capacities are calculated through a process as shown in Figure 5 of Section 2.4,
where different parameters are initially measured and then the calculation is performed for
each dispatch interval to measure the PRCs and NRCs. The PRC operation is attained by
reducing the load effect or by transferring the battery power back to the grid, while in the
case of NRC the discharging power of the battery is increased. When positive regulation is
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required, i.e., ∆Ps > 0, a command is initiated by AGC for the electric vehicle area (EVA)
to utilize all its available reserves before the THPP responds. This is due to the lower
incremental cost of power generated from electric vehicles. In case of a negative regulation
process, the loading power of the batteries increases only when THPP is operating at a
lower limit (Pchp,min), usually set to 20% of its capacity, or when secondary dispatch from
the AGC reaches its lower limit (∆Pchp,min), i.e., −100 MW. Figure 7d shows the initial
imbalance between the demand and generation, which is compensated in this case through
the AGC system by dispatching the reserve power from the EVs and THPP.
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The total secondary dispatch (∆PSec) from generating units participating in secondary
response is shown in Figure 12a, which follows the PACE signal. Here, in this case, the slow
response is due to the delays associated with the AGC system and generating units. The
secondary dispatch from generating units (∆PWPP and ∆PEV) is shown in Figure 12b, from
which it can be inferred that THPP responds only when all the reserve power from EVs are
exhausted in the up-regulation process. In case of a negative regulation process, regulatory
power from the thermal power plant is provided prior to the dispatch of power from EVs
to reduce the incremental cost. Figure 12c illustrates the resultant frequency deviations in
the system grid following the AGC response in this case study. The comparison of real-time
power imbalances before and after the AGC response is shown in Figure 12d, from which
it is illustrated that power imbalance has been significantly reduced in both the situation of
generation deficit and generation excess. Furthermore, to quantify the EV response, AGC
triggered a total of 1.8 GWh of energy from EVs throughout the generation shortage and
generation surplus. Hence, it would be necessary for a power system to use a significant
number of conventional power plants if EVs are not used to deal with the active power
imbalance in a power system with large wind power integration.
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5. Comparative Analysis

This section provides detailed analysis of the different results achieved during the
aforementioned case studies, where the regulation power from different power plants,
including the electric vehicles, is utilized to minimize the initial power imbalances engen-
dered in the power system network due to the forecasting issues of wind power plants. In
Figure 13, the error resulting from initial power imbalance is compared with the rest of
the results. The peak curve of initial power imbalance (red color line) almost crosses the
±200 MW figure, which is then reduced by activation of secondary reserves from different
generation sources through the AGC system.
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In the first case study, the reserves power is activated from a thermal power plant
system, which is limited to ±100 MW. Hence, in this case, when the imbalances crossed
(PACE) ± 100 MW, they remained in the power system due to the limitation of regulation
reserves on thermal power plants. The final imbalances resulting from the first case study
can be seen in Figure 13 (blue line). It is important to mention that the response time
of a thermal power plant depends on the boiler of the power plant, which ranges from
6–7 min. However, owing to the delay associated with the AGC system, the total response
of AGC is slower than this figure. Furthermore, the resultant area control error after AGC
response is quantitively expressed in Table 2, which illustrates a considerable decrease
in magnitude of error. Hence, the utilization of thermal power plants for active power
control is a better remedial source, however, it results in the increased cost of operation
and environmental stresses. To counter these problems, the 2nd case study integrates the
wind power plant capacities along with a thermal power plant to regulate the area control
error (PACE). The proposed control strategy in this case is based on the cost-effective
optimization function, keeping in view the wind curtailment issues during the positive
regulation process. Therefore, in this case, wind power contributes only to the negative
regulation process (∆Ps < 0). Furthermore, during the negative regulation process, the
production of power from the wind power plant reduces only when THPP is running at
its lower limit (Pchp,min), which is generally set to 20% of its capacity, or when secondary
dispatch from the AGC hits its lower limit (∆Pchp,min), i.e., −100 MW. The final imbalances
resulting from this case study are drawn in Figure 13 and are represented in green color,
while Table 2 shows the quantitative magnitude of area control error following the AGC
response. The results from case study 2 illustrate a better response of AGC by integrating
the wind power capacities. Moreover, the black line in Figure 13 represents the results from
case study 3, in which reserves power from electric vehicles is activated along with the
thermal power plant to counter the initial power imbalances engendered due to forecasting
errors of the wind power plant. In this case study, the proposed dispatch strategy is based
on the cost-effective optimization process, in which positive regulation power from the
thermal power plant is only provided when reserves from EVs are exhausted completely.
However, the reverse is true in the case of negative regulation process. Table 2 provides
a quantitative comparison of initial imbalances with final imbalances. The results from
case study 3 show a better response in terms of the reduction in area control error, as both
sources contribute in positive as well as negative regulation processes.

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of different case studies.

Case Studies
(Power Plants Contributing
to Regulation Process)

Positive Regulation
Area under the
Curve (106)

Negative
Regulation-Area
under the Curve (106)

Percentage Reduction
in Error for
Positive Regulation

Percentage Reduction
in Error for
Negative Regulation

Initial Imbalance 3.147 4.050 0% 0%
CS-01 (THPPs) 0.4909 0.6968 84.4% 82.79%
CS-02 (THPPs and WPPs) 0.4328 0.6972 86.24% 82.79%
CS-03 (THPPs and EVs) 0.3471 0.2368 89.0% 94.15%

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

This research work carried out a detailed analysis on providing active power support
to highly wind-integrated based power systems utilizing wind power and EVs’ capacities
along with thermal power plant systems. Wind-based power systems always possess
an intermittent nature resulting in forecasting errors, which creates a power imbalance
between demand and generation. The increased demand in the reserve requirement is
fulfilled by providing additional operating reserves from conventional generation sources,
which are not only economically impracticable, but also increase environmental stresses.
This research work has proposed real-time dynamic dispatch strategies for the AGC system
to utilize wind power and EVs’ capacities in secondary-power dispatch processes. The
proposed dynamic dispatch strategies are implemented by developing the AGC system and
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incorporating power from generating units and electric vehicle areas. Power generating
units including thermal power plants, gas turbines and wind power plants were modelled
for the active power regulation purpose considering their characteristics of long-term
dynamic simulation studies. Furthermore, EVAs were meticulously modelled to investigate
their behavior during AGC operation. Three case studies were presented, in which the
performance of the proposed AGC system was analyzed utilizing the supplementary
reserves from the THPPs, WPPs and EVs. In the first case study, the response of AGC was
provided using a thermal power plant system with limited reserves. The resulting response
was having a longer response time and an increased operational cost, which were improved
in the second case study by utilizing the reserves from WPP along with the THPP system.
The utilization of wind power reserves improved the AGC operation by allowing the THPP
to operate at their lower limits, thus reducing the operation cost and increasing the security
of the system. In the third case study, electric vehicles were integrated into the proposed
AGC system along with the THPP to provide both positive and negative regulation services.
The performance analysis shows that wind power plants and EVs along with THPP can
effectively help in reducing real-time power imbalances acquainted in the power system
due to the large-scale integration of wind power and subsequently improve the power
system security. Furthermore, the proposed dispatch strategies also reduce the operational
cost of the system by utilizing minimum power from conventional power plants.

The study can be extended in the future to an AI-based AGC system, where AI
techniques can be used to forecast different grid operational parameters that will make the
power system operation more reliable and secure. Furthermore, the present control system
was designed for a power system with a significant level of inertia. The suggested control
system can be used in future work at the micro-grid level, where system inertia is minimal
due to the integration of large-scale renewable energy sources. Moreover, building loads,
which are used for heating or cooling purposes, contribute a major share in worldwide
energy consumption. Therefore, the integration of building loads along with EVs in the
proposed control strategies are required in the future, which might fully replace the reserve
capacity obtained from conventional generation sources.
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Abbreviations

Acronym Definition
BESs Battery Energy Storage system
PJM Regional Transmission Company
CIGRE International Council on Large Electric Systems
THPP Thermal Power Plant
GTPP Gas Turbine Power Plant
CESs Capacitive Energy Storage System
BESs Battery Energy Storage system
STC Steam Temperature Control
PRC Positive regulation capacity
V2G Vehicle to grid
CEV Environmental Burning Capacity
FCR Frequency Containment Reserve
TSO Transmission system operator
PDB Power distribution block
PLB Power limitation block
RPS Reference Power Signal
GTDB Gas turbine dynamics block
CLC Command load signal
SEV Sequential environmental combustion
NRC Negative regulation capacity
CSEV Sequential Environmental burner capacity
CFM Baseload function
CVGV Variable inlet guide vane position compressor capacity
SMA Smart Management Approach
FRR Frequency Regulation Reserves
SEV Sequential environmental combustion
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